Effect of beta blockers on central aortic pressure in African-Americans.
The objective of this study was to evaluate the vascular effects of heart rate (HR) reduction with BB therapy in African Americans (AA). Beta-blockers (BB) offer less cardiovascular protection than other hypertensive drugs. Studies of Caucasian subjects suggest this may be due to an adverse effect of HR lowering on arterial wave reflection. We studied 506 subjects (age 63 ± 14 years, 52% were treated with BB). Central systolic (C-SBP) and pulse pressure (C-PP), augmented pressure (AP), and augmentation index (AI) were obtained via applanation tonometry (Sphygmocor). On univariate analysis, HR correlated inversely with BB use, C-SBP, AP, and AI (all P < .001), but not P-SBP. Multivariate analysis showed P-SBP and HR to be major determinants of C-SBP (R(2) = 0.95). Generalized linear model analysis showed higher C-SBP (P < .05) and C-PP (P = .04), but similar P-SBP (P = .24) in the BB group. After HR adjustment, differences in C-SBP, C-PP, AI, and AP were attenuated, suggesting HR to be a determinant of C-SBP. BB use is associated with higher C-SBP and lower PPA in hypertensive AA despite similar P-SBP. C-SBP is HR-dependent. HR reduction with BB accounts for less effective central blood pressure control in AA, similar to that reported in Caucasians.